Start:
- Public space, Nicosia
- Kiosks, Belgrade
- Modular wooden building system
- Office building, Paris

Ready:
- Culinary centre, San Sebastian
- Healthcare centre, Copenhagen
- Crematorium, København
- Department store, Warsaw
- Bank building, Innsbruck
- Train station, Čeladná
- Mixed-use building, Paris
- Performing arts centre, Kristiansand
- Music academy, Madrid
- Bastion, Prague
- Mixed-use building, Cuijk
- Apartment building transformation, Paris

Interview:
- The craftsmanship of Powerhouse Company
- Europe’s liquid commons
- Tour guide: Cityscapes and streetscapes
- Home/Office: Carl Turner Architects' Ochre Barn and Stealth Barn, Norfolk
- Out of obscurity: Cultural centre and pole dwellings, Helmond

Section:
Stone: Naturally exclusive

Architectural performance in Norway
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Revitalization of a bastion, Prague

Although using radical forms, MCA atelier’s structure remains almost invisible.

This project provides a solution for an area that is relatively remote from the vibrant city, not in distance but in character. Originally a tapestry of vineyards, gardens and hillside monasteries just outside the town walls, over the years it has fallen into disuse and become inaccessible, even though it is situated right next to the university campus. This architectural intervention has successfully injected new life into the area.

In 2001 – 2006, this section of the town walls underwent an essential restoration that was followed in 2010 – 2011 by the restoration of an adjacent bastion. All the works had to abide by the strict rules governing the reconstruction of historical monuments because this part of the town are part of the World Heritage Listed area of Prague protected by UNESCO.

The bastion had stood empty for decades. In 2007, its owner, the City District of Prague 2, invited entrants in an open architectural competition to come up with proposals for its future use. That competition was won by MCA atelier whose architects, Pavla Melková and Miroslav Cikán, offered a progressive, yet very sensitive revitalization of the whole bastion area, based on research into the site. In the 19th century, Prague’s ancient fortification system was transformed into public parks and this was the case for the bastion as well. Later on, a small facility belonging to a nearby hospital was built on the site. The contemporary structure by MCA architects replaced the walls of this ruined building.

The aim was to attract interest with the internal programme (café and a space for cultural events) not the outward appearance. Although the architects used very radical forms, the structure remains almost invisible from a distance. This effect is achieved by an intriguing use of the sloping ground, which allows the architecture to disappear partially under the ground. Moreover, the combination of concrete, steel plates and glass, together with the stone and brick walls and greenery delivers a visual effect based largely on local materials.

The typical ‘garden pavilion’ permits a variety of uses during the year. Several openings allow it to change its character and function. The glass walls at the front can be opened up, while the atrium behind can be understood as a kind of void. The architects call it a ‘negative tower’ as it is still possible to imagine the invisible vertical volume within the Cor-Ten walls that enclose the space and penetrate the roof. This detail is a symbolic reference to the history of the fortifications which included a tower on this spot.

The project also aims to connect the bastion with the surrounding greenery, creating a green district on a much larger scale. New paths from the bastion will open up the hidden spots and create recreational possibilities in this part of Prague. According to Melková and Cikán, the park will not only offer natural elements but will also contain statues. Whether this intention will actually be realized is still to be seen. As with many projects nowadays, it all depends on how the economic crisis develops.

The spiritual aspect of the past is reflected not only in the name, Bastion u Božích muk (Bastion at the Holy Shrines). An important ‘sacred’ moment in the complex is the shell of a small chapel that was excavated during construction works and that has become an integral part of the programme. This feature reminds people of the history of the New Town with its many churches and monasteries.

RESTORATION OF A BASTION, PRAGUE, 2007 – 2011
Architect: MCA atelier s.r.o.
Client: The City District of Prague 2
Address: Horská street, Prague 2, Czech Republic
Info: www.mca-atelier.com
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40 A10 #44 Ready
Facade cladding **Free Willy®**

**We are looking for distributors**

Free Willy® finger-jointed Western Red Cedar, finished with Rubio Monocoat Charcoal • PEFC® Certified
Arch. Verschuere • Rollegem-Kapelle • Office building for DB Hardwoods houtimport • Rollegem-Kapelle

Free Willy® finger-jointed Western Red Cedar • PEFC® Certified
Arch.: CODE & IRS • Study agency: B. Depré (M. Eng) • Contractor: Driessen NV • Project 'De Olm' • Vilvoorde

**selected by designregio kortrijk (B)**

Contemporary and innovative

Closed system • Concealed ventilation

Stable and durable • Invisible anchoring

**OUTDOOR® wood concepts**

Contemporary solutions in wood for outdoor use

Ready A10 # 44